
YOUR EXPERT 
PARTNER FOR 
ALL YOUR 
PRO BONO 
NEEDS.

PUTTING OUR VALUES INTO ACTION
>  Each day we put our values into action, seeking ways to have a positive impact while helping you meet your clients’  

needs. With pro bono services from CT, you get the peace of mind of knowing that your clients benefit from the  
high-quality services they’ve come to expect of your firm. Our products help the world’s most critical communities  
who depend on our unmatched knowledge, the inventive ways we solve their toughest challenges, and, most important,  
on the deep responsibility we feel for the responsibility our customers shoulder.

CT OFFERS COMPLETE SOLUTIONS DESIGNED FOR PRO BONO SERVICES
>  Our coordinated suite of services meets the needs of your pro bono clients—at a reduced fee than is typically associated 

with these offerings:

Whether paid or pro bono, your firm’s reputation 
rides on every transaction. With our expertise 
and suite of pro bono services, CT can help your 
attorneys complete their pro bono work with ease. 
And, because we believe in delivering deep impact 
when it matters most, we offer the services your 
clients require at a reduced fee.

LAW FIRM  
PRO BONO  

SERVICES

CT

Formation
Let us handle critical business 
formation tasks from start to  
finish with the expertise and  
foresight to help your clients 
avoid common formation errors.

Foreign Qualification
When your nonprofit clients need 
to register their business in a 
new state, CT can ensure they are 
compliant with the requirements 
of each state.

Registered Agent
As their registered agent, CT helps 
ensure your clients’ documents 
are handled properly so they  
stay in compliance; all without 
adding to your paperwork  

overload. For over 125 years, CT has been the 
leading provider of registered agent services, 
trusted by more than 75 percent of Fortune 500 
companies and 350,000 small businesses to 
handle their compliance needs.

Annual Report Filings
Our detail-driven experts can  
help prepare and file the entities 
paperwork, ensuring they maintain 
good standing within each state.
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Trust Our Experts

The reputation  
of your law firm  
depends on the 
quality of its pro 
bono work. CT  
provides trusted  
expertise to help 
you serve your  
pro bono and  
nonprofit clients – 
at a reduced rate.”
SHEEMA CONDE
SENIOR CUSTOMER SPECIALIST

State compliance can be challenging to manage: every state has different requirements and 
you have other areas of client business to oversee. With CT, you’ll know you’re handing off 
compliance tasks to trusted professionals who are experts in guiding your pro bono clients 
through the compliance landscape.

Contact a CT Service Representative at 855.316.8948 for more information and to learn  
how we can have a positive impact together.

www.ctcorporation.com/law-firms-pro-bono

Clients have access to  
an experienced, reliable  

Registered Agent who will 
handle important legal and 
state documents promptly 

and correctly

We ensure all necessary 
paperwork is filed with  

the Secretary of State for 
each jurisdiction where  
your pro bono client is  
conducting business

You have the confidence  
that your client’s  

formation, registration, 
license, and expansion  

work is in the hands of an 
experienced team

COMPLIANCE IS OUR BUSINESS
It’s your client. You need to have total confidence that services you recommend meet  
your standards of deep expertise and reliable performance. We’ve translated 125 years  
of compliance experience into comprehensive, end-to-end products so that you can  
offer your pro bono clients the confidence that their entities are well established and  
in compliance.


